Using a Novel Variant of Stimulus Fading in the Treatment of Food Refusal and Co-Morbid Challenging Behaviour in a Child with Autism
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Abstract

Interventions drawn from operant psychology have proven effective in the treatment of food refusal displayed by children with ASD. Multi-component behavioural intervention is typically implemented in such cases and involves escape extinction, stimulus fading and differential reinforcement. However, escape extinction may result in an initial increase in challenging behaviour and may be problematic in cases where such behaviour is severe. The current study implemented a variant of stimulus fading alone in a four-year-old boy with ASD and a history of food refusal. Parental report indicated that the boy ate a small number of hard textured foods and pureed baby food. Functional assessment indicated that the child was able to chew hard food and shallow pureed food but was unable to eat foods with a combination of hard and soft textures. Stimulus fading was implemented by gradually reducing the latency period between chewing of hard texture and swallowing pureed food. The intervention was implemented without a single occurrence of gagging, vomiting, rejection of food and challenging behaviour. At the end of intervention, the child was eating a variety of age appropriate foods. Clinicians are urged to consider interventions in the treatment of food refusal that may be less aversive for the child to experience prior to the use of escape extinction.
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Case Report

It is well documented that children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) experience higher rates of feeding disorders than typically developing children with some reported prevalence rates being as high as 90% [1-7]. Food refusal is the most common feeding disorder which is generally linked to food selectivity, whereby the child only eats a narrow range of items, which can place their health and well-being at risk [8]. Parents of children with ASD report that feeding difficulties are a particular stressor, and can negatively impact both on caregivers and family functioning [9,10]. In particular problem behaviours during mealtimes place additional stress on parents [9,11]. To date, behaviourally orientated interventions have a well-established research base [12,13] with many successful outcomes resulting from interventions which are matched to the nature of the specific feeding difficulty observed.

Food refusal and food selectivity are amongst the most common types of feeding disorders referred to feeding programs [14]. Matson et al. [3] reported that 76% of children with ASD in their sample were found to display food refusal and that the same number preferred foods of a certain texture and/or smell. Food texture is a major underlying factor in food selectivity, with Schreck et al. [6] reporting that children with ASD were more likely to accept only foods of low texture. Similarly, Williams et al. [15] found that children's food selectivity was influenced by texture (69%), appearance (58%), taste (45%), smell (36%), and temperature (22%) respectively. The causes of feeding disorders are complex and can range from medical issues such as gastroesophageal issues or cardiopulmonary conditions; neurological conditions; allergies, sensory defects; or environmental factors. These issues may be co-morbid [14,16] or may be as a result of interactions between both biological and environmental factors [17,18]. Williams et al. [19] on reviewing 38 intervention studies found that 212 of 218 participants were reported to have a medical aetiology to their food refusal. Therefore, it is hypothesised that if the underlying medical issues

have been resolved that behavioural interventions can be used to assist in ameliorating the residual feeding problems.

Treatment of food refusal typically involves multi-component intervention including stimulus fading, differential reinforcement and some form of escape extinction [20]. EE procedures typically take one of two forms

a. Non-removal of the spoon until the child eats the food and
b. Physical guidance which involves physically guiding the child to take a bite [21].

Some authors have claimed that EE is often a necessary component of treatment for food selectivity, but it may be associated with high rates of collateral negative behaviours (e.g., crying or tantrums) particularly during the early stages of implementation [7,22]. Consequently, EE interventions may be aversive for both the child to experience and the caregiver to implement. This poses a particular and unique set of problems for the practitioner in so far as that if behavioural problems surrounding food refusal are sufficiently severe any increase in behaviours associated with EE may increase the risk of harm to the child. Furthermore, caregivers may be unwilling to implement such a procedure as a result. Caregivers may find the stresses sufficiently aversive to discontinue treatment which may inadvertently negatively reinforce such behaviours making subsequent treatment even more difficult.

Despite multi-component intervention for food refusal being frequently recommended and implemented, there remain very few studies examining the relative effects of individual components in isolation and as such it is difficult to identify which components are most beneficial. Owing to the observation that a large number of children with autism demonstrate food refusal, there have been calls for future research to focus on the function of food refusal and selective eating and to link these with particular methods of treatment. Function-based assessments [23-26] can be conducted to extend the work of Munk et al. [27] and Patel et al. [28] to determine how bolus size, food type, texture, flavour, colour, shape, and utensils influence feeding behaviour and food refusal. Such function-based assessments could be used to more accurately prescribe treatments that manipulate the relevant variables (e.g., texture) to expand the variety of foods consumed [29,30].

Stimulus fading is one intervention option [20,22,31-34] which has been used with both liquids and solids to increase bite size, texture and introduce novel foods and liquids. In this procedure, the new stimulus is presented alongside an existing one (e.g. simultaneous presentation) to which an appropriate response had been learnt or is in place. The old stimulus is gradually faded out, and by a process of stimulus attenuation, its frequency or intensity reduced, which allows the new stimulus to gain control of the response (e.g. sequential presentation). Stimulus fading when used for food refusal can occur on several dimensions including texture, type and amount of food/liquid presented. However, whilst beneficial, stimulus fading is likely to be effective only once the particular dimension of stimulus underpinning refusal is correctly identified.

Numerous studies have demonstrated the individual effectiveness of simultaneous [29,35,36] and sequential [21,37] presentation approaches, and comparisons of both procedures [38], in the treatment of food refusal and selectivity. From comparative studies, both method of presentation have been reported to be successful with more rapid change in behaviour reported for simultaneous presentation. However, to date no study has looked at stimulus fading to transition from sequential presentation to simultaneous presentation, and the need for such a procedure to aide in the treatment of texture based feeding selectivity. In this case, we present the case of a young boy who displayed significant food refusal and whose diet was limited to a small number of food stuffs. Functional assessment was used to identify the dimension of food underpinning refusal and a fading procedure was subsequently implemented on its own using existing foodstuffs reliably consumed.

Participant

Kevin is a four year old boy with autism. He did not have any co-morbid intellectual disability, which is reported in up to 70% of cases of autism. His intellectual functioning was reported to be at the lower end of the normal range of cognitive functioning (70-100). His adaptive behaviour composite score also placed him in the normal range of functioning. He was diagnosed with ASD at 30 months of age. At the time of assessment and intervention he attended a pre-school using an Early Intensive Behavioural Intervention (EIBI) model and had received approximately six months of intervention. He responded well to this model and was reported to display a high rate of acquisition for learning trials and displayed good attention to academic tasks. He learned to request items using sentences, was able to comment on objects, people, and could state preferences using yes and no. His receptive language abilities were not as well developed as his expressive communication skills but he could follow two step instructions, and respond to his name. He was unable to follow prepositions. He lived at home with his mother, father, and older sister. Parents reported satisfaction with his progress and with the model of intervention implemented.

Kevin was referred by his class tutor for assessment due to ongoing problems with food selectivity. This was defined as eating a limited number of preferred foods (i.e., highly pureed food jar of egg custard and rice, rusk, yogurt and potato waffles) and food refusal was defined as refusing to eat any other food when requested to do so or when presented with new or novel foods. Within the pre-school setting Kevin would only eat highly pureed foods (e.g. egg custard and rice). Though Kevin was four years of age, the pureed food he accepted was that typically used for a four month old infant. Kevin displayed significant challenging behaviour when other foods were presented to him.
In the past this also involved him hitting his head and face off hard objects resulting in the loss of his front teeth. He had also been reported to become sufficiently distressed when presented with new foods that he would emit significant challenging behaviour including throwing himself down stairs in the family home. He was also reported to engage in self-injury as a consequence of food refusal. The occurrence of such behaviours had naturally resulted in his caregivers avoiding situations where new foods were presented to Kevin. Caregivers expressed at the outset they did not wish to see any intervention implemented which would result in challenging behaviour which they found distressing.

**Previous Intervention**

Kevin had been previously referred to specialist Speech and Language Therapy services for treatment of food refusal. However, both this and subsequent referral to Occupational Therapy Services had proven unsuccessful. In respect of specialist Speech and Language therapy, no oral pharyngeal dysphasia, neurological or anatomical abnormalities were identified. Behavioural issues were identified and resulted in the application of praise as a potential reinforce to increase appropriate eating. However, this proved unsuccessful. Occupational therapy assessment was implemented and no abnormalities in muscle tone were detected. A possible sensory cause was suggested and coating of the oesophagus with liquid was implemented. This also proved unsuccessful and did not result in an increase in previously rejected foods. He began home tuition at 32 months and commenced specialist pre-school at 45 months which used EIBI model.

**Method**

The Questions about Behavioural Function (QABF) [39] was administered with Kevin’s care workers in the pre-school and this assessment identified that escape was the primary function of the target behaviour (i.e., food refusal). However, this assessment alone was insufficient to identify what dimension of the food was resulting in food refusal as it not sensitive to identify the particular dimension of food underpinning refusal. The dimensions of behaviourally based food refusal may be taste, texture and physical properties such as colour. Owing to that Kevin ate a small range of different tasting foods, it was decided to assess whether texture of foods was an important variable. To this end, it was decided to systematically alter the texture of a reliably eaten food (i.e., vegetable mash). This was done by presenting Kevin with spoonfuls of purred food with the texture slightly altered by either adding corn flour to increase the consistency of the food and by also by adding in 1mm lumps of food taken from the same food but for an older child (i.e., 8 months). The results of this behavioural assessment indicated that any attempt to alter the texture of same food by either method resulted in either immediate ejection or vomiting (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Functional assessment of food refusal.](image)

Initial assessment indicated that food selectivity was maintained by rejection of changing texture within an accepted food. This was established by keeping the taste of the food the same but by altering the texture of previously accepted foods. However, this assessment indicated that stimulus fading across texture was not going to be effective by altering the consistency of the food as even slight changes in texture and the inclusion of two 1mm lumps of food in a spoonful of pureed food were sufficient to result in either immediate ejection of the food or vomiting. Owing to the severity of challenging behaviours that had occurred in the past, escape extinction was not considered a viable treatment component. However, it was clear that Kevin did not reject all textures as he reliably ate rusks which have a very hard texture. As a result of this consideration, it was conceptualised that Kevin had the ability to chew and accepted different textures of food. However, the difficulty appeared to be
of one of stimulus control in so far as that Kevin swallowed foods that had a very soft texture (e.g., pureed food) and chewed foods that had a very hard texture (e.g., rusks) but was unable to accept foods that had a combination of both textures [40].

**Intervention**

Fading to increase texture from very soft to very hard was unlikely to be effective from the data produced by the functional assessment conducted. As a result, a reverse fading procedure was developed and tracked using observation data across four categories of responses

a. Accept and swallow.

b. Gag and swallow.

c. Immediate ejection and

d. Vomiting.

The adapted fading procedure involved establishing chewing with rusks first and gradually adding in pureed food following chewing. This involved three phases. In phase 1 (Figure 2), the latency of the Rusk naturally turning to puree after being placed in the mouth was established. This was determined to be 16 seconds and after this period of time had elapsed, Kevin was presented with a spoon of normal pureed food. The latency period between presentation of the Rusk and the subsequent presentation of the pureed food was systematically reduced over successive sessions until the two were presented simultaneously. In phase 2 (Figure 3), the Rusk and pureed food were presented simultaneously but beginning with a small bite sized Rusk being presented on a normal spoon covered in pureed food. The presentation of Rusk and pureed food then alternated between the Rusk being on top of or under the pureed food. In phase 3 (Figure 4), the amount of Rusk presented with pureed food was increased. In the fourth and final phase (Figure 5), lumps of food of increasing size from a normal jar of the same food (i.e., 12 months) were presented with a Rusk culminating with presentation of food from a normal jar of un pureed food. A final generalisation test was also conducted and Kevin was eating non-pureed foods consistently and was able to eat a variety of other age appropriate foods (e.g., pizza slices).

![Figure 2: Latency of interval between rusk and pureed food presentation.](image1)

![Figure 3: Simultaneous presentation of rusk and pureed food.](image2)
Because Kevin attended a busy EIBI class for children with autism and owing to the typical focus of intervention on pre-academic and academic skills, generally only a limited time was available for lunch breaks etc. To facilitate effective intervention, increased time had to be devoted to correct presentation of intervention phases and collateral preparation of materials which resulted in decreased access to intervention in other areas for a relatively short period of time. The intervention also required that a tutor was available to implement all phases correctly and consistently which can result in a cost element for schools in general but was not an issue in the current school. It was considered important to avoid any gaps in the intervention sequence which took place on consecutive days over a three week period. A final complicating factor revolved around the issue of generalisation and consistency with the home environment.

Inconsistency of application of behavioural interventions is a known mitigating variable with respect to their effectiveness. In the current case, parents were informed of the intervention from the outset and it was decided to implement the intervention in the school environment alone until its effectiveness had been demonstrated. Kevin’s parents had experienced previous failures of intervention in the past and as such it was considered premature to implement the intervention simultaneously in both locations. Once efficacy of the intervention was demonstrated in the classroom setting, parents were then willing to implement it in the home setting.

Kevin’s mother was contacted at various intervals over a six month period following intervention. She reported that the family no longer presented pureed food of any particular
flavour to Kevin and that he was eating normal foods presented in a normal fashion to him and with other family members. His mother also reported there was a substantial reduction in tantrums and other negative behaviours to a near zero rate and that he was much more compliant with instruction at meal-times.

Discussion

The primary treatment implication of the case is that food refusal can be successfully treated by use of stimulus fading alone rather than by multi-component intervention including extinction procedures. While multi-component treatment has been reported to be effective, it may not always be practical particularly in cases where the use of escape extinction is likely to result in severe challenging behaviours. Furthermore, escape extinction is an aversive procedure and with all aversive procedures they should only be implemented as a last resort. This is particularly pertinent in light of the fact that clinicians are ethically bound to adopt least restrictive procedures first. The current study illustrates that at least in at least some cases, stimulus fading without escape extinction can be effective. The intervention presented here was conducted in a manner that did not result in an aversive experience for the child. Throughout the intervention, Kevin did not emit challenging behaviour and did not engage in gagging, rejection of food or vomiting.

Based upon the findings in the current case study, clinicians and students are recommended to implement modified functional assessment methodology to identify from the outset the specific idiosyncratic features of food presentation that result in food refusal [29]. The use of such methodology allows for a more precise tailoring of subsequent intervention. More specifically, it can allow for a selection of specific individual components rather than an ‘off the shelf’ multi-component intervention that may take longer to implement, may be associated with aversive components and may not be any more differentially effective. The need for comparisons of the effectiveness of various individual procedures involved in the treatment of food refusal has been made before and the work presented here represents an answering of that call [8]. Clinicians and students are encouraged to examine instances of food refusal on a case by case basis and to be creative in the solutions to this problem whilst having a good knowledge of behavioural principles by examining how they can modify procedures to produce idiosyncratic interventions that work with minimal intrusiveness.

Critical to the success of behavioural intervention for food refusal is access to trained individuals who can implement and monitor treatment plans as they are being implemented. Despite food refusal being well established in Kevin’s case, it took a number of years before he was referred for behavioural intervention. Furthermore, he had been previously referred to both Speech and Language Therapy and Occupational Therapy though with no obvious success. The issue that arises from this observation relates to timely access to effective intervention for children with autism and food refusal before these behaviours become more established or before negative health and nutritional consequences ensue. In many countries, access to behavioural intervention is extremely limited particularly in pre-school and primary school locations. It would appear that in some cases, access to care is on the basis of access to multi-disciplinary structures rather than access to evidence based interventions. Whilst clinical psychology services are typically included in these structures, the issue of clinical psychologists having relevant and sufficient training in behavioural psychology is an issue for assessment and effective intervention. Furthermore, there is a debate concerning the relative value of questionnaire based methods of assessment to capture the necessary dimensions of food refusal to enable effective intervention [41]. Function based assessments based on direct observation are time consuming and what remains lacking to date are studies regarding the convergent validity of questionnaire based assessment versus assessment based upon direct observation. Such studies would be beneficial to future practitioners and may result in less time being devoted to functional assessment methodologies.
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